Claire Kallio

Claire Kallio’s work explores memory and identity through diverse mediums that capture the essence of a multi-faceted life and human experience. As a storyteller, Claire believes in the transformative power of art to bridge gaps and foster connections. Her creations are personal, passionate, and pertinent, often serving as a mirror reflecting the beauty of shared stories while inviting viewers to discover their own narratives. In a world of constant change, Claire’s art stands as a testament to the persistent power of storytelling—a celebration of connection through the universal language of art.

Nestled in Southern Colorado with her partner and two witty Dachshunds, Claire Kallio leads a dynamic life that includes coaching lacrosse and exploring the state’s breathtaking landscapes through hikes with her furry companions. Claire, originally from Northeastern Ohio, paints vibrant narratives using different mediums such as digital canvases, charcoal drawings, watercolors, and oil paintings. Currently pursuing a BA in Visual Art at the University of Colorado Colorado Springs, Kallio blends academia with an imaginative zest, often utilizing the enchanting strokes of the impressionist style.

*Willows Embrace*, paper mache, modge podge, photos, cards, acrylic paint, 9 x 22”, 2023
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